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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was conducted November 10, 2008, to determine whether the

claimant was entitled to additional workers’ compensation benefits.

A prehearing conference was conducted in this claim on September 17,

2008, and a Prehearing Order was filed on said date.  In addition, this claim has

been the subject of prior proceedings and has a lengthy and complicated procedural

history, including a prior hearing conducted on February 21, 2007, before another

Administrative Law Judge which resulted only in the introduction of various

documents and medical evidence, and which were made a part of the record herein.

No written decision was entered following the February 21, 2007, hearing.  At the

November 10, 2008,  hearing, the parties announced that the stipulations, issues,
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as well as their respective contentions were properly set out in the September 17,

2008, Prehearing Order.

It was stipulated that the employment relationship existed at all relevant

times, including December 6, 2002, and continuing through the present; that the

claimant sustained a compensable low back injury on December 6, 2002; that her

average weekly wage on the date of the injury was $442.00, entitling her to

compensation rates of $295.00 per week for temporary total disability and $221.00

per week for permanent partial disability; that the claimant’s healing period ended

on or before May 10, 2006; and that respondents had controverted all benefits

beyond those previously paid for purposes of attorney’s fees.

By agreement of the parties, the following issues were presented for

determination:

1) Claimant’s entitlement to additional temporary total disability, if any.

2) Claimant’s entitlement to continued medical treatment.

3) Claimant’s entitlement to a six percent (6%) whole body impairment assigned
by Dr. Kevin Collins on May 10, 2006.

Claimant contended, in summary, that she was entitled to additional periods

of temporary total disability for sporadic dates which were identified in respondents’

payroll records of August 14, 2006 (a copy of which was introduced at the hearing);

that she was entitled to a six percent (6%) whole body impairment assigned by Dr.

Kevin Collins; and that, in addition, respondents should be held responsible for all

outstanding medical expenses for emergency room treatment, as well as treatment
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by Dr. Christopher Mocek, as well as by Dr. Kevin Collins, by referral from Dr.

Mocek; and that a controverted attorney’s fee should be attached to any additional

benefits awarded.  Any additional issues were specifically reserved.

The respondents contended that it had paid all benefits to which the claimant

was entitled and that the claimant could not prove that her continuing physical

problems, need for medical treatment and disability were related to the December

6, 2002, admitted injury.

The claimant testified in her own behalf.  Rhonda Goodwin was called as a

witness by the respondents.   The record is composed of the transcript of the

November 10, 2008, hearing containing numerous exhibits, together with the

transcript of the February 21, 2007, hearing which was introduced as “Commission’s

Exhibit 2" and retained in the Commission file in bound form, together with the

evidentiary deposition of Dr. Christopher K. Mocek, taken November 10, 2008,

which was also retained in the Commission file in bound form.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical reports,

documents and other matters properly before the Commission, and having had an

opportunity to hear the testimony of the witnesses and to observe their demeanor,

the following findings of fact and conclusions of law are made in accordance with

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this
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claim.

2. The stipulations agreed to by the parties and contained in the September 17,

2008, Prehearing Order are hereby accepted as fact.

3. The claimant has failed to prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that

she is entitled to additional temporary total disability.

4. The claimant has proven, by a preponderance of the evidence, that she is

entitled to continued reasonably necessary medical treatment.  Specifically,

the claimant is entitled to continued prescription medications required to

stabilize and maintain her condition.  Further, the claimant has shown that

respondents are responsible for any outstanding medical treatment for her

admitted low back injury.

5. The claimant is entitled to a five percent (5%) whole body impairment related

to her December 6, 2002, injury.

6. All additional issues have been specifically reserved.

DISCUSSION

The relevant facts in this claim are basically undisputed.  Admittedly, the

claim has an extremely lengthy and unusual procedural history.  Further, the

medical evidence is conflicting.  However, the conflicting medical evidence is due,

in large part, because of the physician’s misunderstanding of the law concerning

aggravations of pre-existing conditions which was compounded by questions

addressed by respondents’ medical consultants who, likewise, confuse reaching
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maximum medical improvement with the right to terminate medical treatment.  The

claim is further complicated because the claimant has failed and/or refused to follow

through with treatment recommendations made by her authorized treating

physician, Dr. Christopher Mocek.  However, respondents controverted the

claimant’s entitlement to any and all additional medical treatment, apparently based

upon its interpretation of Dr. Mocek’s reports, together with an evaluation and

opinion of its hand-selected expert, Dr. Brent Sprinkle, D.O., who was asked

primarily to address whether or not he agreed with a six percent (6%) permanent

impairment rating assigned by Dr. Kevin Collins.  Although Dr. Sprinkle did not

disagree with the permanent impairment rating, he opined that the rating was based

more likely on the pre-existing condition rather than the work injury, which, in my

opinion, clearly aggravated the pre-existing condition.  Respondents were not

justified in terminating all medical treatment based upon either the reports of Dr.

Mocek or Dr. Sprinkle.

As previously pointed out, a hearing was conducted on February 21, 2007.

The Prehearing Order filed in the prior hearing reflected that the sole issue in

dispute at that time concerned claimant’s entitlement to the permanent anatomical

impairment assigned by Dr. Kevin Collins on May 10, 2006.  Respondents relied on

the evaluation of Dr. Brent Sprinkle dated June 8, 2006.  The initial hearing was

continued in order for the parties to obtain additional diagnostic studies to more

accurately address the difference in the medical opinion proffered by Drs. Collins
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and Sprinkle.  For some unexplained reason, the record is void of any additional

diagnostic studies.  The record does contain references to a EMG performed by one

Dr. Julia McCoy on March 13, 2007, which was not introduced.  Further, no

additional diagnostic studies were submitted to either Dr. Mocek, Dr. Collins, or Dr.

Sprinkle for further opinion.  The stipulations entered at the prior hearing on

February 21, 2007, remained in effect on November 10, 2008, including a

stipulation that the claimant’s healing period ended on or before May 10, 2006.

However, the parties agreed to litigate two (2) additional issues, specifically,

claimant’s entitlement to additional temporary total disability, if any, as well as

claimant’s entitlement to outstanding medical expenses, and continued medical

treatment.  As will be set out further below, respondents exercised good faith in

meeting its obligations under our workers’ compensation laws by, at all times,

providing the claimant with suitable work within her physical restrictions.

Accordingly, a claim for additional temporary total disability is not warranted.

Concerning the claimant’s requested for additional medical treatment, the record

reflects that the claimant has failed to follow through with some of the

recommendations recommended by Dr. Mocek, specifically, his recommendation

that she be evaluated by a psychiatrist for depression which Dr. Mocek associated

with the claimant’s chronic pain.  However, it is undisputed that, at that point,

respondents had already controverted all additional medical of any nature and kind,

and that the claimant was taking prescription medications which respondents,
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likewise, refused to pay.  Because the record reflects that the claimant continued

to show objective findings of physical problems, specifically, muscle spasms, I find

that respondents were not justified in terminating all medical treatment.  Dr. Mocek

has recommended that the claimant be treated by another physician because she

failed to follow-up with his recommendations.  Accordingly, there appears to be

compelling reasons for respondents to authorize follow-up treatment by another

physician to provide the claimant’s medication needs.

HISTORY

The claimant, Carolyn Wilson-Branch, testified in her own behalf.  At the time

of the within hearing, the claimant continued to work for the respondent, North Little

Rock Police Department.  It is undisputed that the claimant sustained a

compensable low back injury on December 6, 2002, as the result of a specific

incident identifiable in time and place of occurrence.  It must be noted that, on

cross-examination, it appeared that respondents were attempting to indicate that the

claimant’s injury was a gradual onset injury rather than a specific incident injury

which would alter the requirements necessary to establish compensability, as well

as claimant’s entitlement to various benefits.  It appears that the nature of the

claimant’s injury was a gradual onset injury which was aggravated by a specific

event identifiable in time and place of occurrence.  The most complete history of the

claimant’s injury is set out in a May 10, 2006, report from Dr. Kevin Collins which is

set out in its entirety below:
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HISTORY OF PRESENT COURSE: Patient gives a long history of pain which
started back in 2002.  She relates her pain to her job where she works for the North
Little Rock Police Department at the traffic window.  Apparently, she used to have
no difficulty with her job until she want off on leave for hysterectomy.  She came
back in mid January to her job site where she was no longer director [sic] in front of
the window but was off to the side so most of her time was spent going back and
forth, twisting and stepping.  Apparently, there was a throw rug where she was on
unlevel surfaces as was her desk.  In any event, she continued with this for some
time and at some point, she went to pick up a file, pulled out a drawer and had
significant onset of pain.  Patient has been seen for this as a worker’s compensation
injury.  She was initially seen by Dr. Robin Perry, her primary care physician, who
later sent her on to Dr. Christopher Mocek, a Little Rock board certified pain
specialist.  They have been treating her for her symptomatology.

According to some of the notes, he was treating her for degenerative disc disease
of the lumbar spine with radiculitis to the lower limb, now back pain, spondylosis and
muscle spasm.  She was treated with physical therapy, epidural steroid injections
and medications including Trazadone, Flexeril and Skelaxin.  In any event, patient
states her symtoms have continued to worsen and she comes here today for further
assessment from a rehab perspective to basically evaluate her for worker’s
compensation related impairment rating.  She has been placed on temporary
disability due to lumbar strain with disc bulge.  She cannot twist, turn, or pull greater
than 5 lbs., no sitting or standing greater than 15 minutes in one place.  In any
event, patient goes on to describe numbness in her legs and pain which has been
unbearable and constant for four years.  Walking, sitting, standing, lying down,
tension and anxiety aggravate her pain.  Repetitive motion, twisting, turning,
bending, pushing, pulling, walking on an incline or concrete, sudden movements
going up and down all aggravate her pain.  Physical therapy and steroid shots tend
to help.  She describes stabby pain which is a dull, achy pain, burning pain with
radiation on the right side.  She has pain in her feet.  She denies pain in the right
knee.  In any event, she has pain in her buttock, low back, right thigh, knees, the
numbness increases on the right.  She has weakness but does not fall down.  She
denies difficulty with bowel and bladder such as loss of control.  She has saddle
paresthesias.  She has moderate pain in the morning, severe in the afternoon and
the paid is unbearable at night.  She has moderate pain with sitting to unbearable
and moderate in standing.  It is moderate to unbearable with lying down.  She has
difficulty sleeping and sleeps four to five hours.  This impacts her ability and desire
for sexual relations at all times.  Movement, vibration, dampness, massage, cold,
going to work, exercise, distraction and lying down all aggravate her pain.  (Comm.
Ex. 2, T.59)

As far as the claimant’s medical treatment initially, respondents exercise
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good faith in meeting its obligations under our workers’ compensation laws.  The

employer first sent the claimant to the Argenta Wellness Center following the injury

which occurred on December 6, 2002, rather than in January as noted by Dr.

Collins.  The claimant continued under the care of the Argenta Wellness Center and

underwent extensive courses of physical therapy at the Northside Therapy Center

in North Little Rock, Arkansas.  In fact, the medical records reflect that the claimant

received extensive treatment from December 9, 2002, through on or about April,

2005.  The claimant underwent various diagnostic studies as well as treatment with

physical therapy and medications.  The claimant was released to return to work at

various times, with each release being for light-duty which the employer, at all times,

provided.  The claimant eventually requested a change of physicians from the

Commission and was allowed to change treating physicians to Dr. Christopher

Mocek with Innovative Spine Care in Little Rock, Arkansas.  The claimant first saw

Dr. Mocek on May 12, 2005.  Dr. Mocek has remained the claimant’s primary care

physician since that time.  In addition, the claimant was referred by Dr. Mocek to Dr.

Kevin Collins, an orthopedic surgeon with Martin Bowen Hefley Knee and Sports

Clinic in Little Rock, Arkansas.  Dr. Collins evaluated the claimant on May 10, 2006.

Dr. Collins was provided with the MRI studies performed on May 28, 2005, which

reflected early degenerative disc disease at L-5, S-1, with mild diffuse disc bulge at

L-2, 3 with associated mild bilaterial anterior inferior foraminal narrowing.  It must

further be pointed out that Dr. Collins noted paraspinal muscle spasms at the time
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of his evaluation.  Dr. Collins stated that his examination was for the purpose of

issuing an impairment rating rather than to provide any treatment.  Dr. Collins

issued an impairment rating of six percent (6%) related to the claimant’s lumbar

spine injury.  Although Dr. Collins’ report stated that his rating was based on the

Guide for Evaluation of Permanent Impairment, 4th  Edition, as will be set out further

below, the rating was based upon the 5th  Edition rather than the 4th.

Following the claimant’s evaluation by Dr. Collins, respondents referred the

claimant to Dr. Brent Sprinkle for a competing evaluation.  Dr. Sprinkle disagreed

with the six percent (6%) permanent impairment rating given by Dr. Collins.  Dr.

Sprinkle  diagnosed  the  claimant’s  condition  as  a lumbar strain, together with

pre-existing lumbar degenerative disc disease.  Without addressing how the

claimant’s injury aggravated the pre-existing disc disease, he attributed any

permanent impairment rating to the pre-existing condition rather than a work injury

while maintaining that the claimant had very minimal degenerative disc findings and

very minimal disc bulging.

TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY

Temporary total disability is that period within the healing period in which an

employee suffers a total incapacity to earn wages.  Arkansas State Highway and

Transportation Department v. Breshears, 272 Ark. App. 244, 613 S.W.2d 392

(1981); Johnson v. Rapid Die & Molding, 46 Ark. App. 244, 878 S.W.2d 790 (1984).

"Disability" means incapacity because of injury to earn, in the same or any
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other employment, the wages which the employee was receiving at the time of the

injury.  The Commission may consider the claimant's physical capabilities and

evaluate her ability to engage in any gainful employment.  The claimant bears the

burden of proving both that she remains within her healing period and, in addition,

suffers a total incapacity to earn pre-injury wages in the same or other employment.

see, Palazolo v.Nelms Chevrolet, 46 Ark. App. 130, 877 S.W.2d 938 (1994).

It was stipulated that the claimant’s healing period ended on or before May

10, 2006.  In fact, in a report dated April 9, 2006, Dr. Mocek opined that the

claimant’s healing period had ended while allowing the claimant to continue working

with restrictions of no lifting over twenty-five (25) pounds and to avoid unlevel

ground at work.  (Comm. Ex. 2, Resp. pp.10-12)

The claimant contended that she was entitled to temporary total disability

benefits for various dates that she missed work for involuntary reasons beginning

April 24, 2006, through August 4, 2006.  (Cl. Ex. B)

Suffice it to say that most, if not all, of the dates identified by the claimant

occurred after her healing period ended.  Further, the record reflects that

respondents, at all times, made suitable employment available to the claimant within

the physician’s physical restriction.  In fact, Rhonda Goodwin, claimant’s immediate

supervisor, testified that the claimant refused to perform the work made available

to her by the employer.  Accordingly, the Chief of the Police Department made

extraordinary accommodations to the claimant more restrictive than even the
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physician’s restrictions.  The claimant has been limited to switchboard duty since

August, 2006.  (See, Tr.55-60)

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-526 (Repl. 2002) provides:

If an injured employee refuses employment suitable to his or her
capacity offered to or procured for him or her, he or she shall not be
entitled to any compensation during the continuance of the refusal,
unless, in the opinion of the Workers’ Compensation Commission, the
refusal is justifiable.  

Rather than conduct an exhaustive analysis of the record in this cause,

suffice it to say that the claimant has failed to prove that she is entitled to additional

temporary total disability.  First, it appears that the claimant’s healing period ended

on or before April 9, 2006.  Her claim for temporary total disability for various dates

are all subsequent to the end of her healing period.  Further, in my opinion,

respondents have, at all times, made reasonable accommodations providing her

with work within the physician’s restrictions.  Accordingly, the claimant is not entitled

to additional temporary total disability.

ADDITIONAL MEDICAL TREATMENT

The Workers’ Compensation Act requires employers to provide such medical

services as may be reasonably necessary in connection with an employee’s injury.

A.C.A. §11-9-508; American Greeting Corp. v. Garey, 61 Ark. App. 18, 963 S.W.2d

613 (1998).  What constitutes reasonably necessary medical treatment under

A.C.A. §11-9-508 is a question of fact for the Commission.  Gansky v. Hi-Tech

Engineering, 325 Ark. 163, 924 S.W.2d 790 (1996); Geo Specialty Chem., Inc. v.
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Clingan, 69 Ark. App. 369, 13 S.W.3d 218 (2000).  Medical treatment which is

required to stabilize and maintain an injured worker’s status remains the

responsibility of the employer.  Artex Hydrophonics, Inc. v. Pippin, 8 Ark. App. 200,

649 S.W.2d 845 (1983).

The record reflects that initially respondents exercised good faith in meeting

its obligations under our workers’ compensation laws by providing the claimant with

prompt medical treatment, as well as making reasonable accommodations for her

return to work.  In fact, it appears that respondents paid for all medical treatment for

more than three (3) years until obtaining a competing medical opinion from a doctor

of its own choosing, Dr. Sprinkle, who opined that the claimant’s physical problems,

need for treatment, and permanent impairment were related to her pre-existing

condition rather than the admitted December 6, 2002, injury which caused the need

for such treatment.  The claimant denied any independent intervening accidents and

there is no evidence of such.  The record reflects that the claimant voiced numerous

complaints about her working condition and how the working conditions aggravated

her back injury until the Chief of Police made extraordinary accommodations that

satisfied the claimant.  In fact, the claimant has continued to work for the employer

herein since August, 2006, her work activities being limited to working the

switchboard.  Making these special accommodations to the claimant did not justify

respondents’ termination of all medical treatment.  However, the record reflects that

after terminating the claimant’s medical treatment, the claimant’s primary treating
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physician, Dr. Mocek, requested that he be relieved of providing the claimant’s

treatment because the claimant failed and/or refused to comply with his

recommendations.  Dr. Mocek’s evidentiary deposition was taken immediately

following the hearing on November 10, 2008, and made a part of the record herein.

A portion of his testimony is set out below:

Q.     ....What I’m going to ask you is, all those activities could’ve increased her
symptoms; is that not right?  Bending, lifting, stooping, twisting, some light objects,
some heavy objects, stepping up on an inch mat or step – or with one foot off.  I’m
going to be honest with you, she thinks that the mat is the main thing that caused
it.  But – and again, but you’re the doctor.  Could all those activities have
aggravated her condition to make her symptoms worse?

A.     Yes.

Q.     Okay.  And if she did that for a period of time, Doctor, and without your help,
my help, actually any doctor she’s seen’s help.  She had these symptoms, missed
some time from work – again, the Judge is going to have to decide exactly what for.
But she had an increase in symptoms for a period of time, and then the police chief
said, I’ll tell you what I’m going to do, she can never go in that traffic window again.

     Now, assuming that was the facts, and assuming that she’s not worked in that
traffic window – now, she still has symptoms.  But since she has stopped working
in the traffic window doing whatever she was doing at that job, she has missed
virtually no time at all as a result of this injury, although she still complains about it.
Would that be an indication that whatever she was doing in the traffic window was
aggravating her back?

A.     It’s very possible.

Q.     Okay.  More likely than not, right?

A.     Very possible.

Q.     Now, then, I’m a little confused in that in your report you indicated that you
were releasing her because she refused your instructions.  Am I reading that right?

A.     I released her because the treatments I recommended she did not want to go
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through with, and – nor the medications that I recommended, nor the referral to a
psychiatrist to treat the depressive symptoms along with the pain.  And so I just –
I did not feel like I had a good patient/doctor relationship with her to help her get
better.

     And I felt like she was focused on – as I stated in the record, that she felt like she
had been wronged.  And she seem to fixate on that, and she couldn’t get past –
past that fact.  And so I thought it was in her best interest and my best interest to
resign from her care at that point.

Q.     Well, as I read your report of October 14th, when she saw you – I mean of
August 14th – when she saw you that day, she was obviously at least complaining
of pain; is that correct?

A.     Yes.

Q.     And she was upset and crying; is that correct?

A.     I don’t recall if she was crying, but she was upset.

Q.     The second page of your report says, “She was very upset and crying in the
office today.”

A.     Very well.  Then she was.

Q.     Okay.  And, again, she indicated that all she wanted was her medical
treatment; is that right?

A.     Yes.

Q.     And as you indicate in that report, it indicates – it seems to say that she was
upset because the employer wouldn’t make the changes in work that were – that
she thought were causing her symptoms; is that right?  Is that what that says?  Am
I reading that right?

A.     She was asking for – she said all she wanted was her medical treatment, but
all the medical treatments I had to recommend to her, she did not want to do.

Q.     Well, now, I’m confused with that.  You recommended physical therapy; is that
right?

A.     Yes.
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Q.     Okay.  Workers’ comp didn’t approve that.  She didn’t say she wasn’t going
to do any physical therapy, did she?

A.     Right.  I’m talking about on this visit date of this last time I saw her.

Q.     Well, let me back up on that.  Workers’ comp – I mean, workers’ comp, I’m
talking like a client now.  The insurance carrier, the workers’ compensation
insurance carrier, to your knowledge, you had been known – had received – had
refused the physical therapy; is that right?

A.     Correct, to my knowledge.

Q.     And the workers’ compensation insurance carrier had refused the injection; is
that right?

A.     Correct.

Q.     And you just recommended that day that she see a psychologist or a
psychiatrist; is that correct?

A.     Yes.

Q.     Did you receive approval from the insurance company for her to see that?

A.     She said she would refuse to go.

Q.     Okay.  And you suggested that she continue with Dr. Collins; is that correct?

A.    Yes.

Q.     Are you aware that the insurance company again refused to allow her to see
Dr. Collins?

A.     No.

Q.    Well, if the Judge finds that to be the true facts, is it fair to say that the majority
of the things that you recommended, the majority were items which the insurance
company didn’t pay, and that’s the reason that she didn’t follow through with your
suggested treatment; is that right?

A.     On this day, the day of this visit, the last visit, 8/14/2008, Ms. Branch did not
want epidural steroid injections, she did not want to go see a psychiatrist for the
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depressive symptoms associated with her chronic pain, and she did not want any
of the medication changes I recommended.  And so that’s why I thought it best at
that point, if she was not going to comply or be willing to comply with my treatment
recommendations, that I should resign from her care.

Q.     Okay.  Doctor, during the entire period, not just the last day of your care and
treatment, is it a fair statement that the majority of the things that you suggested,
the treatment you suggested, were denied by the workers’ comp insurance carrier?

A.     That’s correct.  (Mocek Depo. pp. 22-27)

The medical evidence is replete with references to the claimant experiencing

muscle spasms.  Claimant’s authorized treating physicians have prescribed

medications, specifically, to treat the claimant’s symptoms and to stabilize and

maintain her working status.  As previously noted, the record reflects that the

claimant has been able to continue working since August, 2006, because of the

special accommodations made by the employer.  Apparently, the claimant’s medical

treatment is either outstanding or has been paid by the claimant’s health insurance

and personally by out-of-pocket expenses.  It is my finding that respondents are

responsible for all outstanding medical and related treatment, including, but not

limited to reimbursement for prescription medications.  In the event a portion of

claimant’s medicals has been paid by health insurance, respondents would be

entitled to a credit or offset pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-411.  Respondents

would remain responsible for continued reasonably necessary medical treatment.

It is suggested that the parties communicate with prior treating physicians to provide

for the claimant’s ongoing medical needs.  It appears that the primary ongoing

medical that the claimant has required since August, 2006, when the employer
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made special accommodations to the claimant is prescription medication to

maintain her condition.

PERMANENT IMPAIRMENT

The claimant contends that she is entitled to a six percent (6%) impairment

assessed by Dr. Kevin Collins.  Conversely, respondents maintain that the claimant

did not sustain permanent anatomical impairment, relying on the opinion of Dr.

Brent Sprinkle.  I find the May 10, 2006, report from Dr. Collins to be more

persuasive than the June 8, 2006, evaluation by Dr. Sprinkle.  

First, I find the persistence of muscle spasms to be an objective medical

finding necessary to establish permanent disability.  Although both physicians point

out that the claimant did not undergo a recommended EMG, this diagnostic study

was apparently taken by a physician of respondents’ choosing following the

February 21, 2007, aborted hearing, but for some unexplained reason, never made

a part of the record herein.  When reviewing all of the medical opinion of record, I

find that the claimant has proven that she is entitled to permanent impairment

benefits, the amount of which is in dispute.

Dr. Collins’ assessment of impairment is set out below:

ASSESSMENT & PLAN:

1) Patient with work related injury who has been treated by Dr. Christopher
Mocek and Dr. Robin Perry.  Patient is on anti-spasticity medicines and pain
medications and anti-inflammatories.  She has evidence of thoracolumbar
paraspinal muscle spasms with diffuse tenderness over her buttocks and S-I
joint, greater thochanteric bursitis pain with some radicular component.  She
does not have a confirmatory EMG, however.  She is sent here at the
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request of Dr. Christopher Mocek for an impairment rating by me.  I am not
asked to provide any treatment at this point.

2) Her impairment rating is based on DRE lumbar category 2.  This is based on
the Guide For Evaluation of Permanent Impairment, IV Edition, AMA, page
384, table 15-3.  Given the patient’s clinical history and examination, findings
are compatible with specific injury; the findings in this case include significant
muscle guarding and spasm observed at the time of examination.  She has
non-verifiable radicular complaints.  She has not had an EMG, hence no way
to objectify the findings. Her impairment rating is 6% due to her lumbar spine
injury.  MMI will be determined by Dr. Christopher Mocek and whether or not
he continues to treat her.  

I do find an error in Dr. Collins’ assessment set out above.  Specifically, there

is no table 15-3 in the 4th Edition of the AMA Guides.  It is clear that Dr. Collins used

the 5th Edition rather than the 4th Edition of the AMA Guides required under our Act.

Accordingly, I have reviewed the Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent

Impairment, Fourth Edition, AMA.  Using Table 75, I find that the claimant has

sustained a five percent (5%) impairment to the lumbar spine.  Specifically, Table

75, II (B) provides for a five percent (5%) impairment for an unoperated on, stable,

with medically documented injury, pain, and rigidity associated with none to minimal

degenerative changes on structural tests, such as those involving roentgenograthy

or magnetic resonance imaging.   The findings on the claimant’s MRI, as well as

claimant’s persistent muscle spasms justify a five percent (5%) permanent

anatomical impairment.

AWARD

Respondent, Arkansas Municipal League - Workers’ Compensation Trust,

is hereby directed and ordered to pay, to the claimant, permanent impairment
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benefits at the rate of $221.00 beginning May 10, 2006, and continuing for 22.5

weeks, representing a five percent (5%) whole body anatomical impairment.

All benefits having accrued, respondents are to pay same in lump sum and

without discount.

Respondents are further directed and ordered to pay all outstanding medical

and related treatment, and respondents remain responsible for continued

reasonably necessary medical treatment.

Additionally, claimant’s attorney, Mr. Philip M. Wilson, is hereby awarded the

maximum  statutory  attorney’s  fee  pursuant to, and limited by, Ark. Code Ann.

§11-9-715.

This Award shall bear interest at the legal rate until paid.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                                    
DAVID GREENBAUM                                 
Chief Administrative Law Judge                  


